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(57) ABSTRACT 

A bun dispensing device for a hot dog dispensing machine 
operative for dispensing buns from a bun containing element 
Which includes a plurality of individual bun containers and a 
common ?lm to Which the bun containers are releasably 
attached one after the other, the device has a unit for pulling 
the bun containing element, a unit for separating the bun 
containers With buns accommodated therein from the ?lm of 
the bun containing element and located upstream of the pull 
ing a unit, and a unit for guiding the bun containing element 
and located upstream of the separating unit, the separating 
unit being formed so that each of the bun containers With the 
bun accommodated therein is individually separated from 
the ?lm under the action of the separating unit. 

26 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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BUN DISPENSING DEVICE FOR HOT DOG 
DISPENSING MACHINE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a bun dispensing device 
for a hot dog dispensing machine. 

Dispensing devices are generally known in the art. They 
can be further improved speci?cally to adapt the dispensing 
devices for dispensing buns in a hot dog dispensing machine 
in which the buns are dispensed, the sausages are dispensed, 
the sausages are placed on the buns and dispensed from the 
machine as hot dogs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a bun dispensing device which can be used for a hot 
dog dispensing machine. 

In keeping with these objects and with others which will 
become apparent hereinafter, one feature of present inven 
tion resides, brie?y stated, in a hot dispensing device which 
has means for pulling the bun containing element; means for 
separating the bun containers with buns accommodated 
therein from the ?lm of the bun containing element and 
located upstream of said pulling means; and means for guid 
ing the bun containing element and located upstream of said 
separating means, said separating means being formed so 
that each of the bun containers with the bun accommodated 
therein is individually separated from the ?lm under the 
action of said separating means. 
When the bun dispensing device is designed in accor 

dance with the present invention, it provides a position 
accurate and timely dispensing of buns for producing and 
dispensing of hot dogs. 

The novel features which are considered as characteristic 
for the present invention are set forth in particular in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, however, both as to its 
construction and its method of operation, together with addi 
tional objects and advantages thereof, will be best under 
stood from the following description of speci?c embodi 
ments when read in connection with the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing pulling means of a 
mechanism for bun dispensing device for hot dog dispensing 
machine; 

FIG. 2 is a view substantially corresponding to the view of 
FIG. 1, but showing the pulling means in an operation with a 
bun containing element pulled by it; 

FIG. 3 is a front view of the pulling means of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a side view of a bun dispensing device in accor 

dance with the present invention; 
FIGS. 5A and 5B are side view and detailed scaled view 

showing the pulling means and the separating means of the 
inventive bun dispensing device; 

FIG. 6 is a view showing a beginning of a process of 
separation of a bun container from the ?lm of the bun con 
taining element; 

FIG. 7 is a view showing a further stage of the separation 
of the bun container from the ?lm of the bun containing 
element; 
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2 
FIG. 8 is a view showing a ?nal stage of the separation of 

the bun container from the ?lm of the bun containing ele 
ment; and 

FIGS. 9A and 9B are perspective view and a side view of a 
bun containing element which is used for operation of the 
inventive bun dispensing device. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A bun dispensing device in accordance with the present 
invention issued for dispensing buns from a bun containing 
element which is identi?ed as a whole with reference 
numeral 1. The bun containing element 1 has a plurality of 
bun containers 2 which are ?xed on a continuous ?lm 3, for 
example by glueing. Each bun container 2 has a peripheral 
wall 4 and a bottom 5 which de?ne together a cavity 6 for 
accommodating a bun B. The bottom 5 can be provided with 
a projection 7 for supporting the bun B in its central region, 
while the sides of the bun B are supported on the peripheral 
wall 4. 
The bun dispensing device is provided with pulling means 

which is identi?ed as a whole with reference numeral 8. The 
pulling means 8 include a roller 9 provided for example with 
a rubber coating 10 for increasing adhesion, a roller 11, and 
a motor 12 for driving the roller 9 through a transmission. 
When an end of the ?lm 3 of the bun containing element is 
introduced between the rollers 9 and 11 and the roller 9 is 
driven in rotation by the motor, the ?lm 1 is pulled by the 
pulling means 8. 
The bun dispensing device further has separating means 

for separating the bun containers 2 from the ?lm 3. The 
separating means 13 include a guide 14 and a bracket 15 
which are spaced from one another so as to form a small gap 
16 therebetween. The guide 14 serves for guiding the ?lm 1 
over it toward the rollers 9 and 11. In the area of the rollers, 
the guide 14 is provided with an opening. At the same time 
the guide 14 serves as a part of the separating means. When 
the ?lm 3 of the bun containing element 1 is introduced 
through the gap 16 over the guide 14 between the rollers 9 
and 11, the rollers rotate and pull the ?lm 3 to the left. In 
FIG. 6, the bun containers 2 which can not pass through the 
gap are separated from the ?lm 1 and deposited on a plat 
form which is identi?ed with reference numeral 17. The 
separating means 14 is arranged upstream of the pulling 
means 8. 

The bun dispensing device is further provided with guid 
ing means which is identi?ed with reference numeral 18. 
The guiding means can be formed as a simple curved guide 
over which the bun containers 2 are guided during move 
ment of the bun containing element 1 and pulling of the ?lm 
3 by the pulling means 8. As can be seen from the drawings, 
the guiding means 18 is located upstream of the separating 
means 13 and the pulling means 8. The guide 18 is also 
located so that the bun containing element 1 is guided in one 
direction, in particular from left to right in FIG. 6, while the 
?lm 3 is pulled by the pulling means 8 in the opposite 
direction, in particular from right to left in FIG. 6. 

In accordance with the present invention, the bun dispens 
ing device has means for periodically stopping and moving 
the pulling means. It includes a switch which is identi?ed 
with reference numeral 19 and connected with the motor 12. 
The switch operates automatically so that when the bun con 
tainer 2 is separated from the ?lm 3 and placed on the plat 
form 17 the switch 19 stops the motor 12, and thereafter after 
a predetermined period of time again resumes rotation of the 
roller 9 and therefore pulling of the ?lm 3 for separation of 
the next bun container 2 from the ?lm 3. 
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It Will be understood that each of the elements described 
above, or tWo or more together, may also ?nd a useful appli 
cation in other types of constructions differing from the 
types described above. 

While the invention has been illustrated and described as 
embodied in bun dispensing mechanism for hot dog dispens 
ing machine, it is not intended to be limited to the details 
shoWn, since various modi?cations and structural changes 
may be made Without departing in any Way from the spirit of 
the present invention. 

Without further analysis, the foregoing Will so fully reveal 
the gist of the present invention that others can, by applying 
current knowledge, readily adapt it for various applications 
Without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior 
art, fairly constitute essential characteristics of the generic or 
speci?c aspects of this invention. 
What is claimed as neW and desired to be protected by 

Letters Patent is set forth in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A bun dispensing device for a hot dog dispensing 

machine operative for dispensing buns from a bun contain 
ing element [Which includes a plurality of individual bun 
containers and a common ?lm to Which the bun containers 
are releasably attached one after the other], the device com 
prising 

pulling means for pulling the bun containing element, the 
bun containing element including a plurality of bun 
containers each having a bun accommodated therein 
and a common film to which the bun containers are 
releasably attached, such that the common ?lm seals an 
opening ofeach bun container when the bun container 
is attached to the film; 

separating means for separating the bun containers With 
buns accommodated therein from the ?lm of the bun 
containing element and located upstream of said pull 
ing means, said separating means beingformed so that 
each of the bun containers with the bun accommodated 
therein is individually separated from the film under the 
action ofsaid separating means; and 

guiding means for guiding the bun containing element and 
located upstream of said separating means[, said sepa 
rating means being formed so that each of the bun con 
tainers With the bun accommodated therein is individu 
ally separated from the ?lm under the action of said 
separating means]; 

wherein said separating means includes a?rst element 
having an edge over which the?lm passes and a second 
element spaced apart from the first element so as to 
form a gap through which the?lm ofthe bun containing 
element passes, the second element having a surface in 
a substantially planar relationship to a portion of the 
first element adjacent to the edge, the first element and 
the second element being arranged so that duringpull 
ing ofthe bun containing element by saidpulling means 
only the film passes through said gap and a respective 
one of the bun containers is separated from the film 
such that the opening of the bun container sealed by the 
film is unsealed and such that the bun container is 
spaced apart and disconnected from other bun 
containers, the edge of the separating means being 
located at a point at which film is separatedfrom the 
bun container; and 

wherein the pulling means and the guiding means are 
arranged such that the film changes direction, and each 
bun container is below the?lm, at the point at which 
film is separatedfrom the bun container. 
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[2. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein 

said separating means include a ?rst element and a second 
element spaced from one another so as to form a gap through 
Which the ?lm of the bun containing element can pass, so 
that during pulling of the bun containing element by said 
pulling means only the ?lm passes through said gap and a 
respective one of the bun containers is separated from the 
?lm.] 

3. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim [2] ], 
Wherein one of said elements is formed as a guiding element 
Which guides the ?lm from said separating means to said 
pulling means. 

4. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein 
said guiding means include a guiding element Which sup 
ports the containers of the bun containing element at a side 
Which is opposite to the ?lm. 

5. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1[; and], 
further comprising a supporting element onto Which the bun 
containers after being separated from said ?lm are supplied. 

6. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein 
said guiding means and said pulling means are formed so 
that the bun containing element including the ?lm With the 
containers is guided in one direction, While said pulling 
means pull the ?lm Without the containers in a direction 
opposite to said one direction. 

7. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein 
said pulling means include at least tWo rolling elements 
forming a Working gap there betWeen, so that the ?lm can be 
introduced betWeen said rolling elements and during rotation 
of said rolling elements in a predetermined direction pulled 
by said rolling elements. 

8. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1[; and], 
further comprising means for stopping said pulling means 
after separation of a respective one of the containers, and 
again resuming pulling of said bun containing element for 
separation of a next one of the bun containers, said pulling 
means including motor means and said means for stopping 
and resuming including sWitch means operatively connected 
With said motor means. 

9. A bun dispensing device as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein 
said guiding means include a guiding element provided With 
a formation interengagable With a formation of a respective 
one of the bun containers. 

10. A bun dispensing device, comprising: 
a guide for guiding a ?lm having attached bun containers 

so as to seal an opening in each ofthe bun containers, 
the guide having [an] a guide edge; 

a bracket located adjacent the guide edge and having a 
bracket surface in a substantially planar relationship to 
a portion of the guide adjacent to the guide edge, 
Wherein the bracket and the guide edge form a slot 
opening; and 

a ?lm pulling mechanism for pulling the ?lm through the 
slot opening, the ?lm being pulled in a ?rst direction by 
the ?lm pulling mechanism prior to entering the slot 
opening, the film pulling mechanism being located 
downstream of the guide edge; 

Wherein the ?lm passes through the slot opening and 
about the guide edge, such that the ?lm approximately 
reverses direction from the ?rst direction, the guide 
edge being located at apoint at which?lm is separated 
from the bun container and Wherein the bracket sepa 
rates each of the attached bun containers from the ?lm 
so that the opening ofeach ofthe containers is unsealed 
and the bun container is spaced apart and disconnected 
from other bun containers; and 

wherein the film pulling mechanism and the guide are 
arranged such that each bun container is below the film 
at the point at which film is separatedfrom the bun 
container. 
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[11. A bun dispensing device, comprising: 
a guide for guiding a ?lm having attached bun containers, 

the guide having an edge; 
a ?lm pulling mechanism for pulling the ?lm past the 

guide; and 
a bun guide for guiding the attached bun containers; 
Wherein the ?lm and the attached bun containers slidably 

pass the bun guide in a ?rst direction; 
Wherein the ?lm passes the guide edge, such that the ?lm 

approximately reverses direction from the ?rst 
direction, and Wherein the guide separates each of the 
attached bun containers from the ?lm.] 

12. A bun dispensing device, comprising: 
a guide for guiding a ?lm having attached bun containers, 

the guide having [an] a guide edge, the containers each 
having an opening sealed by the?lm; 

a bracket located adjacent the guide edge, Wherein the 
bracket and the guide edge form a slot opening the 
bracket having a surface in a substantiallyplanar rela 
tionship to aportion ofthe guide adjacent to the guide 
edge; 

a ?lm pulling mechanism for pulling the ?lm through the 
slot opening, the ?lm pulling mechanism being located 
downstream of the guiding edge; and 

a bun guide for guiding the ?lm and the attached bun 
containers; 

Wherein the ?lm and the attached bun containers are 
pulled slidably [pass] past the bun guide in a ?rst direc 
tion by the?lm pulling mechanism; 

Wherein the ?lm passes through the slot opening, such that 
the ?lm approximately reverses direction from the ?rst 
direction[,]; and 

Wherein the bracket separates each of the attached bun 
containers from the ?lm such that the bun containers 
are unsealed and are spaced apart and disconnected 
from other bun containers, the guide edge being located 
at apoint at which?lm is separatedfrom the bun con 
tainer; and 

wherein the?lm pulling mechanism and the bun guide are 
arranged such that each bun container is below the ?lm 
at the point at which ?lm is separatedfrom the bun 
container. 

13. The device of claim 12, Wherein the ?lm reverses 
direction upon passing the guide for guiding the ?lm. 

14. The device of claim 12, Wherein the ?lm pulling 
mechanism includes: 

a ?rst roller; 
a second roller frictionally contacting the ?rst roller; and 
a motor coupled to the ?rst roller for rotating the ?rst 

roller. 
15. The device of claim 14, Wherein the ?lm is fed 

betWeen the ?rst roller and the second roller. 
16. The device of claim 14, Wherein the ?rst roller is 

cylindrical, and Wherein the second roller is cylindrical. 
17. The device of claim 14, Wherein at least one of the ?rst 

roller and the second roller has a ?exible surface. 
18. The device of claim 17, Wherein the ?exible surface 

comprises rubber. 
19. The device of claim 12, further comprising: 
a platform for receiving at least one of the separated 

attached bun containers. 
20. The device of claim 19, Wherein the bun guide guides 

each of the attached bun containers onto the platform. 
[21. The device of claim 12, Wherein the ?lm sealably 

closes each of the attached bun containers prior to the 
bracket separating each of the attached bun containers from 
the ?lm.] 
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22. The device of claim 12, Wherein the bun containers are 

suspended from the ?lm. 
23. A bun dispenser, comprising: 
a housing containing a ?lm guide having a ?rst side, a 

second side, and an edge, the ?lm guide having a roller 
opening; 

a ?rst roller disposed in the housing adjacent the roller 
opening on the ?rst side of the ?lm guide; 

a second roller abutting the ?rst roller, the second roller 
being disposed in the housing adjacent the roller open 
ing on the second side of the ?lm guide; 

a motor for rotatably driving the ?rst roller; 
a bracket located adjacent the edge of the ?lm guide, such 

that a slot is formed betWeen the edge of the ?lm guide 
and the bracket, the bracket having a bracket surface in 
a substantially planar relationship to a portion of the 
?lm guide adjacent to the edge ofthe?lm guide; 

a bun guide located on the second side of the ?lm guide; 
and 

a ?lm With attached bun containers, the ?lm and attached 
bun containers having an opening sealed by the ?lm, 
the ?lm and attached bun containers slidably passing 
the bun guide[,]; 

Wherein the ?lm and bun containers travel approximately 
parallel to the ?lm guide adjacent the slot; 

Wherein the ?lm passes through the slot and betWeen the 
?rst roller and the second roller; 

Wherein the rotating of the ?rst roller pulls the ?lm 
through the slot; [and] 

Wherein the ?lm passing through the slot separates each of 
the attached bun containers from the ?lm such that each 
bun container is unsealed and is spaced apart and dis 
connected from other bun containers, the edge of the 
?le guide being located at a point at which the ?lm 
separates from the bun containers; and 

wherein the ?rst and second rollers and the guide are 
arranged such that each bun container is below the ?lm 
at the point at which ?lm is separatedfrom the bun 
container. 

24. A method for dispensing buns, comprising: 
pulling a ?lm, the ?lm including a ?rst ?lm portion having 

no attached bun containers and a second ?lm portion 
having attached bun containers, each of the containers 
having an opening sealed by the?lm, the second ?lm 
portion being contiguous With the ?rst ?lm portion, 
Wherein the ?rst ?lm portion is pulled in a ?rst direction 
and the second ?lm portion is pulled in a second direc 
tion; 

passing the ?rst ?lm portion past a guide edge of a ?lm 
guide; 

the guide edge generally reversing direction of pull of the 
?lm, such that the ?rst direction is generally opposite 
the second direction, Wherein each of the attached bun 
containers in the second ?lm portion is pulled toWard 
the guide edge, the guide edge being located adjacent a 
bracket, the bracket having a bracket surface in a sub 
stantially planar relationship to a portion of the ?lm 
guide adjacent to the guide edge; [and] 

separating each of the bun containers from the second ?lm 
portion by pulling the ?lm past the guide edge and the 
adjacent bracket such that the bun container is unsealed 
and is spaced apart and disconnected from other bun 
containers, the guide edge being located at a point at 
which the ?lm and the bun container are separated; and 
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halting the?lm for a predetermined period oftime after 
each bun container is separated from the second film 
portion; 

wherein the film is pulled past the guide edge such that 
each bun container is below the film at the point at 
which film is separated from the bun container. 

25. The method of claim [24] 29, wherein each of the bun 
containers includes a bun container edge, and Wherein sepa 
rating each of the bun containers from the second ?lm por 
tion by pulling the ?lm past the guide edge includes: 

[the guide edge and the bracket, and the generally revers 
ing direction of pull of the ?lm,] separating each of the 
bun containers from the second ?lm portion at the bun 
container edge. 

26. The method of claim [24] 29, further comprising: 
passing the second ?lm portion With the attached bun con 

tainers past a bun container guide. 
27. The method of claim [24] 29, Wherein pulling the ?lm 

includes: 

passing the ?lm betWeen tWo contacting rollers; and 
rotationally driving one of the tWo contacting rollers. 
28. The method of claim 27, Wherein the rotationally 

driven roller is rotationally driven via a coupled motor. 
29. A methodfor dispensing buns, comprising: 
pulling a?lm, the?lm including a?rst?lm portion having 

no attached bun containers and a second film portion 
having attached bun containers, each ofthe containers 
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having an opening sealed by the?lm, the second?lm 
portion being contiguous with the first film portion, 
wherein the first film portion is pulled in a first direction 
and the second film portion is pulled in a second direc 
tion; 

passing the ?rst?lm portion past a guide edge ofa?lm 
guide; 

the guide edge generally reversing direction of pull of the 
film, such that the?rst direction is generally opposite 
the second direction, wherein each of the attached bun 
containers in the second?lm portion is pulled toward 
the guide edge, the guide edge being located adjacent a 
bracket the bracket having a bracket surface in a sub 
stantially planar relationship to a portion of the film 
guide adjacent to the guide edge; and 

separating each of the bun containers from the second film 
portion by pulling the film past the guide edge and the 
adjacent bracket such that the bun container is 
unsealed and is spaced apart and disconnected from 
other bun containers, the guide edge being located at a 
point at which the?lm and the bun container are sepa 
rated; 

wherein the film is pulled past the guide edge such that 
each bun container is below the film at the point at 
which film is separated from the bun container. 

* * * * * 


